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Summary

My discussion today focuses on the distinguishing characterisitics of "supply-

side" economics, the basic attributes of a model which embodies the "supply-side"

hypotheses, and some of the implications for public policy goals and procedures

of the application of the "supply-side[ analysis.

I.  Dist inguishing Characterist ics of the rrSupply-Side" Analysis

"Supply-siderr economics entai ls a fundamental ly different anlysis of the

way in which government actions affect the economy from the demand-or . ' i ted

approach. It  is not merely the addit ion of supply equations to aggregate demand

formulations; i t  is not a companion piece to the demand-oriented approach.

The dist inctive characterist ic of the "supply-side" analysis is that i t  identif ies

the init ial ef fects of tax or other f iscal actions in terms of the changes in relative

prices these actions entail and seeks to describe and measure how households

and businesses respond to these relative price changes. These responses are l ikely

to take the form of changes in the total amount supplied of one or another production

input, hence changes in total output and income. These second-level income effects

are also l ikely to be powerf ul inf luences on the level and composit ion of economic

activity. The "supply-side" analysis doesn't exclude income as a determinant of

economic behavior, but i t  does hold that the init ial effects of f iscal actions cannot

be identif ied as changes in income. In summary terms, the "supply-side" anaiysis

(l) ascribes to f iscal actions a f irst- level effect on (explicit  or implicit) relative

prices, (2) rejects the view that f iscal actions can have a f irst- level effect on

total income, and (3) holds that changes in income result from the responses by

households and businesses to the relative price changes generated by f iscal actions.
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In contrast, the aggregate demand approach identifies (incorrectly) the first-

level effects of fiscal actions as changes in (disposable) income, most of which

Soes to increase spending. No such effect can result for the economy as a whole.

To see this, consider an income tax cut, start ing from a balanced budget. At

the outset, the inital increase in disposable income must be exactly matched by

the deficit resulting from the loss in income tax revenues. Hence, the additional

disposable income must, in the aggregate, be al located to purchase of the addit ional

Sovernment debt issues. If some people use their additional disposable incomes

for addit ional spending, others wil l  have to reduce their spending. No change

in aggregate outlays can result at the outset from the increase in disposable income.

More fundamental ly, a tax cut does not i tself directly increase the amount

or productivity of production inputs without which no increase in output or income

can be obtained. If  an increase in income is forthcoming it  is only because the

tax reduction, by lowering the cost of work and saving, induces people to supply

more labor and capital services.

II.  Attr ibutes of a'rSupplv-Siden Model

An econometric model which embodies the "supply-side?' analysis differs

in fundamental respects from an aggregate demand model. A demand-oriented

model cannot capture the "supply-side" economics merely by the addit ion of supply

equations. So long as a model retains first-level income effects of fiscal changes

as determinants of the amount and composition of spending, it is at odds with

the basic conceptual content of 'rsupply-side" economics.

As a device for analyzing and measuring the aggregate economic response

to f iscal changes, the supply side model must be actuated by the relative price

attr ibutes of the f iscal system and by the relative price effects of f iscal changes.
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This requires inclusion of pertinent price terms in the specification of household

and business behavior. Consumption (or saving), for example, must be represented

as determined not only by permanent income or wealth but as well by its cost

relative to that of its alternative -- saving (or consumption), where the cost includes

the effects of taxes or Bovernment outlays. As a corollary, desired stocks of capital

must be represented as responsive not only to levels of aggregate income or wealth,

but also to the net-of-tax cost of the future income produced by capital relative

to the cost of current consumption. The specif ication of the supply of labor services

must include as a major determinant the real wage rate, net of tax and of government

transfer payments which represent payments for not working. None of the equations

can specify fiscal actions as having f irst-level income effects. The inclusions

of any such f irst- level income effect invalidates the model as a'tsupply-side"

formulation.

Conceptually as well as mechanically, the "supply-side" analysis rejects

any demand-impelled mult ipl icative effect of f iscal changes on total income.

Exclusion of f irst- level income ef fects accordingly, el iminates any "mult ipl ier"

manipulation.

Fiscal variables in a supply-side" model's specifications of behavioral functions

must be in their marginal rather than average or effective rate dimension. This

is in keeping with the principle that taxes enter into household and business decisions

at the margin. The aggregate demand analysis, on the other hand, by virtue of

i ts rel iance on f irst- level income effects, focuses on effective rates, since these

measure the effect of fiscal actions on disposable income.

In the "supply-side" analysis there is no conceptual distinction between the

act of saving and investment. The "supply-side" model, accordingly, does not

specify separate behavioral functions for saving and investment. The policy
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implication is that there is no occasion for distinguishing tax proposals intended

to encourage saving from those aimedat promoting investment. A I '10-5-3" tax

proposal is as much a pro-individual saving measure as it is a prebusiness capital

formation device.

In. Embodying "Supplv-Side" Economics in Public Policv

The specific questions addressed by the Chairman of this panel provide a

useful framework for discussing the policy implications of "supply-side" economics.

l .  Do taxes, inf lat ion, and government regulation have effects on the
supply of labor, capital, and production which have not been adequately
captured in recent years by demand-oriented econometric models?

The dependence of demand-oriented econometric models on first-level income

effects accounts for their fai lure to analyze, describe, and measure adequately

the effects of taxes, inf lat ion, etc., on factor supplies, output, and income. These

models, for example, fai l  to show the ef fect of inf lat ion in raising the real cost

of providing labor and capital services, hence the constriction on output growth

which is a major effect of inf lat ion. Similarly, by focusing principally on the

disposable income effects of the tax changes, demand-oriented models cannot

pick up the effects of tax policy on factor supply condit ions and, therefore, total

output and income.

2. What areas on the supply side offer the most intriguing prospects
for investigation and research?

Since the frsupply-side" analysis and models embodying it depend on the relative

price effects of fiscal actions, the most urgent research concerns are improving

knowledge of the nature and magnitude of response in the private sector to these

effects. In particular, research should focus on the relative strength of income

and price effects on the supply of labor services. It should be noted, however,

that changes in the marginal rates of tax on labor income involve only relative
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price effects at the outset, since, as stressed earlier, tax changes cio not have

first-level income eftects. Similarly, the elasticity of saving response to the

price effects of tax changes requires additional investigation.

3. What traditional policy tools, approaches, or rules of thumb should
be reassessed, modified, or even scrapped in view of new understanding
of supply-side factors?

One of the major casualties of adopting "supply-side" policies is the effort

to control aggregate demand by fiscal policy. Neither government spending totals

nor total tax revenues shouid be targeted by reference to their supposed contribution

to aggregate demand. As a corol lary, the mult ipl ier analysis should be scrapped.

The "supply-side" analysis, in sharp contrast with the demand-oriented approach,

urges that appropriately designed tax reductions, by spurring increases in supplies

of capital and labor services, wil l  reduce, not increase, inf lat ionary pressures.

Tax cuts to curb inf lat ion must have the effect of reducing rnarginal income tax

rates.

4. Can the government use the economics of incentives more ski l l ful ly
in the future to deal with problems of productivity, inf lat ion, and
employment simultaneously insteaC of on an either-or basis?

The "supply-side" analysis shows that policies aimed at enhancing productivity,

expanding output, and curbing inf lat ion are not at odds with each other but are,

rather, mutually reinforcing. Fiscal actions which remove impediments to employ-

ment, saving and capital formation, by reducing their relative costs, rvi l l  constrain,

not augment, inf lat ionary pressures. A t ight monetary policy which curbs inf lat ion

will enhance expansion of supplies of capital and labor services, hence lead to

higher levels of output and income than otherwise.
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The "supply-sideil analysis also shows that tax policies to promote private

saving and capital forrnation principally benefit suppliers of labor services by

augmenting the advance of labor's productivity, hence increasing the demand

for labor services, employment, and real wage rates.
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rrSupply-Side" Economics and Publ ic Pol icy

I am very pleased to have the opportunity to present to the Joint Economic

Committee some observat ions on so-cal led "supply-side" economics and i ts appl icat ions

for pu'r l ic economic pol icy purposes. The Committee deserves great credit  for

the highly innovat ive approach i t  has taken to the long-standine problems of determining

horv publ ic pol ic ie 's affect the performance of the total  economy. l , , lore part icular ly,

the Cornmit tee is to be higlr ly commencied for having recognized the severe l imitat ions

on effect ive pub. l ic pol icy, given the o ject ives of the Employment Act of  1946,

resu l t ing  f  rom re ly ing  on  the  aggregate  demand-or ien ted  ana lys is .

There  is  an  inc l i r ra t ion  among pub l ic  po l i cy  makers ,  as  r ' , ,e l l  as  among economis ts ,

to blame t l re inadequacies of publ ic economic pol icy on the def icencies of econo-

met r ic  rnode ls  and to  g ive  too  l i t t le  a t ten t ion  to  the  conceptua l  sources  o f  these

def ic iencies. To be sure, there is abundant occasion for dissat isfact ion u' i th the

standard econometr ic models;  publ ic pol icy r ' . . i l l  be w'el l  served by iunking them

out r igh t .  I lu t  more  than be t te r  mode ls  a re  needed to  improve pub l ic  economic

pol. icy.  The basic requiremcnt is a change in the fundamental  concepts about

how tax'  Eovernment spending, monetary, and regulatory pol ic ies affect the economic

behavior of households and businesses. iv lodels which i rnplernent ancl  embocly this

di f ferent conceptual f rarnevrork rvi l l  be far more usef ul  tools for pol icy makers

in  quant i ta t i ve ly  assess ing  the  l i ke ly  e f fec ts  o f  po l i cy  changes.  But  s ince  cconomet r ic

models cantt  be better than the concepts they embodv, the conceptual revisions

are  the  top  pr io r i t y .

The So in t  Economic  Commi t tee  has  g iven major  impetus  fo r  the  innovat ive

work rvhich is nou'  being done in the universi t ics and in researctr  organizat ions

in  the  f ie ld  o f  "supp ly -s ide"  economics .  One must  hope tha t  the  Commi t tee  r ' , , i l l

i nsp i re  the  same sor t  o f  innovat ions  in  the  rvork  o f  the  pro fess iona l  s ta f f  comrnun i tv

o f  the  Congress .
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In the discussion which follows, I shall attempt first to present the basic

distinguishing characteristics of "supply-side" economics, second to delineate

the attributes of an econometric rnodel which is built in the "supply-side" conceptual

framework' and third to explore the public poiicy implications of the "supply-side"

analysis in contrast with those of the aggregate demand approach, by reference

to the specif ic questions, Mr. Chairman, on which you have asked this panel to

focus:

(1) Do taxes, inf lat ion, and government regulation have effects

on the supply of labor, capital, and production which have not been

adquately captured in recent years by demand-oriented econometric

models?

(2) What areas on the supply side offer the most intr iguing prospects

for investigation and research?

(l) Wfrat tradit ional policy tools, approaches, or rules of thumb

should be reassessed, mociif ied, or even scrapped in view of new

understanding of supply-side factors?

(4) Can the government use the economics of incentives more ski l l ful ly

in the future to deal with problems of productivity, inf lat ion, and

employment simultaneously instead of on an either-or basis?

I. The Distinguishing Characterist ics of the "Supply-Side" Analysis

Distinguishing the "supply side" analysis from the aggregate demand approach

is essential for understanding why some public policy strategies are consistent

with policy objectives while others are either unsuccessful or counterproductive.

With these conceptual differences in mind, i t  is clear that "supply-side" policies

are not merely addenda to the long-standing efforts to control aggregate demand

by government actions. By the same token, econometric modeling of the supply-

side analysis precludes merely adding supply equations to the neo-Keynesian aggregate
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demand models. More fundamentally, the supply-side analysis urges that public

policy should not focus at all on control of aggregate demand. The implications

of rejecting that policy focus for the work of the Congressional Budget Committees

and of the Congressional Budget Off ice wil l  be suggested at a later point in this

discussion.

To begin with, it should be noted that the phrase "supply-side economics'l

real ly is a misnomer. I t  suggests, incorrectly, that this analyt ical approach is

dist inguished from the more conventional analysis by i ts focus on the effects

of f iscal actions on supply rather than on demand condit ions. In fact, however,

the actual dist inction is that the I 'supply-side" analysis identif ies the init ial effects

of a tax or other f iscal action in terms of what i t  does to one or another relative

price and seeks to describe and measure the responses of hor"rseholds and businesses

to such relative price changes. These responses are very likely to entail changes

in the total amount of one or another production input, hence changes in total

output and income. These changes in income rvi l l ,  in turn, lead to further changes

in economic activity, but this income effect is secondary in sequence, even though

it may be very large indeed. In contrast, the aggregate demand approach identif ies

tax and other f iscal changes principally in terms of effects on aggregate disposable

income the changes in which lead to changes in the spending of the private sector.

While relative prices are not ignored in this approach, they are given a secondary

role.

In summary terms, the I 'supply-side" analysis

o ascribes a f irst- level relative price effect to f iscal actions;

o rejects the view that f iscal actions can have a f irst- level effect

on total income; and

o posits that changes in income result from household and business

responses to changes in relative prices generated by f iscal actions,
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while the aggregate demand approach identifies first-level income effects of

fiscal actions which are deemed to be the principal way in which these actions

affect economic activity.

Since its distinctive attribute is its focus on the relative price effects of

f iscal actions, one might well  ask why the label "supply-side" has been given to

this analysis. One reason is that its application to the appraisal of fiscal actions

leads quickly to the effects of these actions on the relative costs of working in

market-oriented jobs vs. " leisure" and of saving and investing vs. consuming.

Changes in these relative costs affect the supply of labor and capital services

which in turn affect the volume of production. The other reason, far more widely

publicized, is that these supply responses are deemed by some to be suff iciently

large to offset -- or more than to offset -- the effects of f iscal actions on the

net budget posit ion of the government. Indeed, "supply-side economicsrt, so de-

picted, has el icited derision f rom economists, on both the right and left of the

poli t ical economic spectrum, as a kind of f iscal alchemy which transforms deficits

into surpluses or which provides a f iscal"free lunch." There is, horvever, nothing

in the basic "supply-side" analysis which holds that tax cuts, say, wil l  so expand

output, hence tax bases, as to provide more revenue than would otherwise be generated.

The broadest generalization that can be derived from this analysis is that the

net effect on government revenues, when account is taken of the changes in economic

activity the tax cut generates, wil l  dif fer from that which is estimated when these

economic effects are ignored. But this general ization is not unique to the "supply-

side" analysis, hence is not i ts dist inguishing feature.

To repeat, the dist inctive attr ibute of this analysis is that i t  identif ies

f iscal actions in terms of init ial effects on relative prices. This is best i l lustrated

in the case of tax policy. Every tax has this attr ibute of altering relative prices

or costs. This is obvious in the case of selective excises: an excise on gasoline
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is seen by virtually everyone as raising the price the motorist must pay for gasoline

compared with the prices he or she must pay for other things. This price or cost

effect, however, is not limited to thoses taxes we call excises. Every tax has

somerrexcise effect." A perfectly neutral tax, i f  one could be devised, would

have no excise effect; it would increase in the same proportion all of the prices

confronting any entity in the private sector. I t  would increa^se the cost of effort

in the same proport ion as the cclst of leisure, of saving in the same proport ion

as the cost of consumption, of any one consumption good or service in the same

proportion as all others, of using labor services in the same proportion as capital

services, of any one kind of labor or capital service in the same proport ion as

any other, etc.

The present tax system very thoroughly violates this neutral i ty cri terion.

For example, the individual income and payrol l  taxes greatly increase the cost

of working as opposed to non-market uses of one's t ime and resources. The income

taxes on both individuals and corporations, along with estate and gift  taxes, at

both the Federal and other levels of government, entai l  mult iple levels of tax

on saving compared with consumption uses of income.

While every tax af fects some one or more relative price, no tax has any

init ial effect on income. This, one must concede, is the rnost diff icult conceptual

hurdle the supply-side analysis must overcome, since it  is intuit ively appealing

to each of us that a decrease in one's income tax l iabi l i ty, other things equal,

leaves one with more income to use as one wishes. But upon reflection i t  must

be evident that this cantt be true for the economy as a whole.

To see this, let us track out (admittedly, in oversimplif  ied terms) the treatment

of a tax cut in the aggregate-demand approach and show why it  cannot be correct.

Start ing from a posit ion of budget balance, assume a reduction in income

taxes, say, with no reduction in government spending. This, according to the
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atgregate demand approach, results irnmediately in an increase in disposable income,

the largest part of which will go to increase consumption demand. This creates

an increase in business demands for production inputs -- both labor and capital

-which results in additional employment of labor and capital services and as a

result,  an increase in total output.

What invalidates this scenario is that since the tax cut, by assumption,

is not matched by a government spending cut, the loss in tax revenues must result

in an equal deficit .  But then the addit ional disposable income result ing from the

tax cut must be used to buy the addit ional government debt. I f  some people use

their addit ional disposable income to f inance addit ional spending for goods and

services, then others wil l  have to reduce their spending in order to buy the addit ional

debt instruments. Some redistr ibution of spending wil l  occur in this case, but

there is no increase in the total amount.

A variant of this view, advanced by the so-called "rational expectations"

school, is that people general ly wil l  perceive the deficit  result ing from the tax

cut as the present value of the addit ional future tax l iabi l i t ies which wil l  be needed

to service the addit ional debt. Accordingly, they wil l  perceive no increase in

their permanent income or wealth, hence wil l  have no impetus to increase their

spending.

In broader terms, the tax reduction unmatched by a government spending

cut results init ial ly in a decrease in gross national saving. Since gross national

saving necessari ly is equal to gross investment, the tax cut could at most exchange

addit ional consumption spending for reduced investment. Again, a change in the

composit ion of outlays, but no change in the total, would result.

More fundamental ly, a tax cut can not, in and of i tself ,  increase the economyts

a$Sregate income because it  does not, in and of i tself increase the amount or

productivity of production inputs. Unless one believes in magic, therefore, the
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tax cut doesnrt itself result directly in any increase in output or income. If an

increase in income is to be forthcoming, it can only result from the tax cuts inducing

an increase in the supply of labor and capital services. And to have this result,

the tax cut must reduce the relative cost of market-directed effort and of saving.

The supply-side analysis seeks tc explain the effects of fiscal actions by

delineating the ways in which households and businesses respond to the changes

in relative prices and costs, implicit  or explicit ,  which are the f irst- level effecis

of f iscal actions. Without going into detai led specif ications of these behavioral

responses, the analysis holds that at any given income level, people wil l  save more

of that income if the cost of saving -- the amount of current consumption which

must be foregone to obtain the sources of any given amount of future income

-- decreases. This analysis also holds that at any given cost of saving, the amount

that wil l  be saved wil l  be greater the greater the total amount of real income.

In the same context, this analysis posits that the quantity of labor services that

wil l  be of fered at any given level of income wil l  be greater the higher the real

wage rate -- i .e., the higher the cost of not working -- but that at any given real

wage rate, the amount of labor services supplied wil l  be less the greater the total

real income.

Clearly, the I 'supply-side" analysis does not exclude income as a determinant

of economic behavicur. On the contrary, income effects are deemed to be extremely

powerful. Indeed, a major focus of this analyt ical system is on the effects of

f iscal actions on the growth of real income. This is to say, "supply-siderr economics

posits as the central issue of f iscal pol icy how income growth trends wil l  dif fer

with differences in the structure of the tax system and in the levels of real marginal

tax rates, on the one hand, and in the level and composit ion of government spending,

on t lre other. To address this issue effectively, analysis must begin with identif ication

of the effects of alternative fiscal actions on relative costs and prices and with
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delineation of private sector responses thereto at the initial income level. It

is the way in which people respond to these relative price effects which determines

the changes in composition and level of total income. These changes in income,

in turn, wil l  enter into decisions about working, saving, and investing, as indicated,

leading to further changes in output and income.

It should also be clear that the "supply-side" analysis does not ignore the

effects of fiscal actions on the composition or level of demand. There is nothing

in this analytical framework that rules out a close functional relationship between

the level of permanent income or wealth and the amount of consumption people

want to undertake, the stocks of capital they wish to hold, and, therefore, the

amount of investment they wish to engage in or have undertaken by business enter-

prises on their behalf. Indeed, an analysis which shows, for example, the effect

of a tax change on the relative cost of saving and the response thereto is just

as much concerned with changes in the composit ion of demand as it  is with changes

in supply, And as this analysis tracks the subsequent changes in income, saving

and investment, i t  must, by that very token, also track the changes in the level

as well as composition of aggregate demand. To repeat an earlier observation,

it is not an exclusive or even predominant interest in the effects of f iscal actions

on conditions of supply which distinguishes the "supply-side'r analysis from the

aSSregate demand approach. It  is instead, the identif  ication of f  irst level price

rather than income effects of fiscal actions which is the hallmark of the "supply-

side" economics.

II.  Attr ibutes of a "supply-Side" ModelU

The preceding discussion should make clear that the 'rsupply-side" economics

differs f rom the aggregate demand approach in f undamental conceptual terms.

UR U.i"t nontechnical descript ion of the Analysis of Tax Impacts Model (Rtlnl),
a model buil t  in the image of "supply-side" economics, is provided in the appendix
to this discussion,
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By the same token, an econometric model which embodies the "supply-side'r analysis

is fundamentally different from an aggregate demand model. An aggregate demand

model cannot capture the'rsupply-side" economics merely by the addit ion of equations

representing conditions of supply. So long as a model retains first-level income

effects of fiscal changes as determinants of the amount and composition of spending

it will be at odds with the basic conceptual content of 'rsupply-side" economics.

Thetrsupply-side" model is a price-theoretic, general equil ibrium model,

based on neoclassical theory about the economic behavior of households and business

firms. Such a model might be constructed to serve a wide variety of purposes.

As a device for analyzing the effects of f iscal actions on major econonric magnitudes

and government tax revenues, i ts focus wil l  be primari ly -- not exclusively --on

the long-term trends of these magnitudes and the changes therein consequent

to f iscal changes. There is, happily, an increasing consensus in the policy forum

that public economic policy should be primari ly concerned with the basic trends

in the economy and with the basic forces determining and inf luencing them, rather

than with short-term perturbations. Moreover, there is more and more agreement

that the focus of public policy in the past on control l ing the short-term performance

of the economy has been unrewarding and, indeed, has been costly in terms of

i ts longer-run adverse consequences. This Committee has performed a valuable

service in pointing-out that the present sorry state of the economy reflects in

major part an undue concern in the past with control l ing short-run economic

outcomes while ignoring the long-run consequences of doing ,o.Z/ tf,i, long-term

focus of the 'rsupply-side" model aimed at f iscal analysis reflects the uses to which

?lJo in.  Economic Commit tee,  Congress of  the
Report 1980, Senate Report No. 96-6I8, March

United States, Joint Economic
4,  1980,  pages I ,  16.

9
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it is to be put, not an inherent incapacity of this conceptual approach to analyze

the short-run adjustments to economic disturbances.

As a device for analyzing and measuring how the economy responds to

fiscal changes, the supply-side model must be actuated by the relative price attributes

of the fiscal system and by the relative price effects of fiscal changes. This requires

its specifications of household and business behavior to include as explanatory

variables the various price relatives which may be affected by f iscal actions.

For example, consumption must be represented as determined not merely by permanent

income and wealth but as well by i ts cost relative to that of future income, where

these costs include the effects of taxes and/or government expenditures. Similarlyt

the stock of capital -- the sources of f  uture income -- which people want to hold

must be represented as responsive not only to present and/or expected levels of

income or wealth, but also to the net-of-tax cost of that f uture income relative

to the cost of current consumpti on.2l Hence, the supply of capital services must

be represented as determined by the amount of the sources of such services people

want at differing net-of-tax unit returns. Similarly, the specif ication of the

supply of labor services should include as a major explanatory variable the real

wage rate, net of tax, relative to the real return to leisure uses of t ime and resourcest

inclusive of government transfer payments to those not working (e.8.r unemployment

insurance benefits, etc.).

The basic concepts of the "supply-side" analysis preclude specification

of any of the behavioral functions of a "supply-side" model in such a fashion as

2lfn basic determinants of the real cost of future income are the technical
condit ions of production as inf luenced by tecirnological advances and the supply
of labor services, which determine the marginal productivity of capital '  hence
the amount of future income which can be obtained by foregcing some stipulated
amount of current consumption and al locating it  to the holding or acquisit ion
of capital instruments" These basic determinants, of course, must be appropriately
specif ied in the supply-side model.

t0
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to pick up any f irst-level income effects of a f iscal change No tax or government

expenditure action may be allowed to enter any of the aggregate behavioral functions

as a change in disposable income. The inclusion of any such specification invalidates

the model as a "supply-side" formulation, irrespective of the inclusion of explicit

supply equations.

By virtue of this constraint, the 'rsupply-side" model does not lend itself

to the "mult ipl ier" manipulation which is a famil iar device of the aggregate demand

models. Indeed, the "supply-side" analysis rejects any demand-impelled mult i-

pl icative effect on total income or output. As stressed earl ier, aggregate output

and income depend on the amount of production services supplied and the tech-

nical condit ions of production, and changes in the amount of production inputs

respond to the init ial relative price effects of f iscal actions, not to any f irst- level

income effects thereof .

As a corol lary to this basic set of requirements of the "supply-side" model,

f iscal variables must be specif ied in t ire various equations in marginal, not in

averager terms. In the case of tax variables, for example, this analysis incorporates

the well-known, general ly accepted but widely neglected principle that taxes

enter into household and business decision-making at the margin -- i t  is the amount

of tax associated with the incremental dol lar of income or expense which affects

the price or cost of alternatives and which is, therefore, the relevant decision-

making variable. I t  is quite possible, of course, to change tax provisions and thereby

to change marginal tax rates without changing, init ial ly, total tax l iabi l i t ies, hence

average tax rates. To anticipate later discussion, the major policy implication

of this proposit ion is that i t  is not the change in aggregate tax revenues, El se

(or relative to government spending) which is operational in changing aggregate

outPut and income, but changes in marginal tax rates, irrespective of whether

there is any net budgetary change. The aggregate demand analysis, on the other
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hand, by virtue of its emphasis on first-level income effects, stresses the change

in average tax rates -- the change in the aggregate amount of taxes with respect

to the given aggregate amount of income -- and largely neglects marginal tax

rates.

In the itsupply-side" specifications, no distinction is or may be drawn between

investment and saving activity. This is in sharp contrast with the treatment in

the aggregate demand models which include an investment function as an aggregate

demand component and as, essential ly, the exclusive province of business f irms,

and a separate, unrelated, individual saving f unction (more precisely, individual

saving falls out as a residual from the consumption function). In the "supply-side"

analysis, investment is delineated as the effort to implement changes in the desired

stocks of capital; since the function representing the desired stock of capital

does not pertain to the business entity but to the population as a whole, investment

behavior is not a separate activity from saving. It  has tfre same determinants

and is identical ly inf luenced by f iscal actions. Accordingly, the "supply-side"

analysis has no requirement for separate specif ication of business f irms in an

agSregate model. The business f irm is implicit ly an organization for mobil izing

production inputs in ways which maximize the net worth of the owners of businesses,

subject to the supply condit ions of the production inputs. The demands for these

production inputs are represented by their respective marginal value product schedules

at any given level of aggregate income, derived from the technical condit ion of

production.

In short, in a "supply-side'r model, there is no analyt ical purpose served

by separately specifying business investment functions and saving functions. The

decisions to save and to invest are not separate. Businesses do not vie with households

for the al location of income between consumption and capital formation. Businesses

act as the agents of their individual owners; as such, their decisions to distr ibute
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savings or to retain and invest them or to seek to attract saving in the capital

market is made in conformity with the owners' preferences.

It fol lows from this identity of saving and investment determinants that

there is no distinction of substance between tax measures aimed at promoting

saving and those intended to encourage investment. For example, the so-called

10-5-3 capital cost recovery proposal is just as much a pro-individual saving measure

as it  is a pro-business investment tax change. There is no relevant issue of tax

policy to be drawn between reducing excessive tax burdens on individual saving

and l ightening the tax load on the returns to business capital.

This is not to say that al l  tax changes aimed at promoting saving and investment

are equally effective. Choices are st i l l  to be made on the basis of relevant cri teria.

But whether the measure wil l  help savers ( individuals) vs. investors (business)

is not a relevant cri terion and should be el iminated f rom policy consideration.

III .  Embodying "Supply-5ide" Economics in Public Policy

The specif ic questions which the Chairman has addressed to this panel

concern matters both of analysis and policy. The preceding discussion has addressed

in broad terms some of the basic analyt ical issues on which the "supply-side" analysis

a;rd the aggregate demand approach differ. At this point, I  want to address

the Chairmanrs questions primari ly in the policy context.

( l) Do taxes, inf lat ion, and government regulation have effects on the
supply of labor, capital, and production which have not been adequately
captured in recent years by demand-oriented econometric models?

The demand-oriented econometric models embody a set of concepts giving

primary -- indeed, virtual ly exclusive -- emphasis to aggregate demand as the

principal determinant of the amount of production, hence the amount of labor

and capital services employed, hence changes in the amount of capital through

time. In turn, the level of aggregate demand and changes therein are related

in these models primari ly to the levels of total government spending and total
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tax revenues and changes therein. This emphasis leads to ignoring or at the least,

to minimizing the relat ive pr ice effects of f  iscal  and regulatory pol icy act ions.U

By the same token, i t  suppresses the effects of f iscal  and regulatory pol icy on

the condit ions of supply of labor and capital  services in the aggregate.

The publ ic pol icy concern rvi th social  securi ty f  inancing rrrel l  ref lects the

basic di f ference in analyt ical  approach embodied in demand-oriented and "supply-

side" models.  In the former, the schecluled increases in payrol l  tax rates are treated

pr imar i l y  as  rec luc ing  d isposab le  income,  lead ing  to  lo rver  leve ls  o f  consumpt ion

than would otherrvise prevai l ,  hence to a contract ion of aggregate demand which

is some rnult ip le of the increase in pay'rol l  tax. One pol icy prescr ipt ion of ferecl

by those relying on these models and concerned rvi th the adverse effects of the

payro l l  tax  inc reases  is  to  reduce income tax  l iab i l i t ies  w i th  the  v ieu '  to  ma in ta in ing

disposable income.

Nothing in these models directs the analyt ical  focus to the effects of the

payrol l  tax increase on the aggregate amount of labcr services that wi i l  be of fered

at  a l te rna t ive  nomina l  a f te r - tax  v /age ra tes .  For  th is  purpose,  the  payro l l  tax

and increases  t l re re in  rnus t  be  spec i f  ied  in  te rms o f  the i r  con t r ib r - r t ion  to  the  marg ina l

rate of tax on labor income, hence the reduct ion in the \ \ ,age rate, rvhich is the

pr inc ipa l  de terminant  o f  the  re la t i ve  cos ts  o f  e f fo r t  and le isure .  \X / i th  th is  spec i f i ca t ion ,

the sclreduled increases in payrol l  tax rates are perceived as having a negat ive

e f fec t  on  the  supp ly  o f  labor  serv ices ,  lead ing  to  an  inc rease in  p re tax  nomina l

wage rates and lorver levels of employrnent than rvould otherrvisc'  prevai l .

1 /  [4os t  o f  the  aggregate-demand economet r ic  mode ls  inc lude one or  rnore  v : i r iab les
per ta in ing  to  the- imp l ic i t  ren ta l  p r ice  o f  cap i ta l  as  an  ar fument  in  the i r  inves tment
func t ions .  Inc lus ion  c f  th is  p r ice  te rm shou ld  be  seen as  an  uneasy  accomodat ion
of  p r ice  theory .  I t  i s  o f ten  redundant .  In  any  event ,  i t  does  no t  ac t  to  sh i f t  the
ana ly t i ca l  focus  o f  the  de terminat ion  o f  cap i ta l  fo rnra t ion  f rom aggregate  demand
to  a l te ra t ion  o f  the  cond i t ions  o f  supp ly .
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The policy prescription which emerges from the "supply-side" model is

that to be effective in offsetting payroll tax increases, individual marginal rates

of tax must be reduced sufficiently to leave the overall marginal rate of tax on

labor income unchanged. It does not follow that this policy focus on the marginal

tax rate will leave aggregate tax liability initially unchanged. But this is not

the relevant consideration if the concern of policy is -- as it should be -- with

the effects of the payroll tax hike on the supply of labor services.

A similar case is provided by the treatment of unemployment insurarrce

benefits in demand-oriented econometric models. These models focus on these

benefits as government outlays enlarging disposable income compared to the amounts

which would otherwise obtain. At the same time, they ignore entirely the fact

that these payments reduce the cost of being "idle'r compared with the cost of

being employed, hence have an adverse effect on the supply of labor services

-- art i f  icial ly elevatirrg the nominal pretax wage rate at which any given amount

of labor services is offered. The consequence is, as one might expect, less employment.

These def iciencies in the demand-oriented models cannot be overcome

merely by the addit ion of equations specifying the supplies of labor and capital

services. To repeat an earl ier assert ion , the basic def iciency of these models

is their inclusion of first-level income effects of fiscal changes. This deficiency

is not corrected by adding (or removing) equations.

(2) What areas on the supply side offer the most intr iguing prospects for
investigation and research?

By virtue of i ts identif ication of the relative price effects as the crit ical

attr ibutes of f iscal actions, the'rsupply-side" analysis clearly depends on the adequacy

of the measures of the elasticity of response to the price changes induced by fiscal

actions. In part icular, the view now gaining increasing acceptance in the policy

forum that marginal income tax rate reductions wil l  lead promptly to increases

in saving, capital formation, employment, and output depends on verif  ication
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of two fundamental hypotheses. One is that the quantity of the labor services

supplied wil l  increase in response to the effect of the tax rate reduction in reducing

the cost of work relative to the cost of "leisure.rr The other is that the amount

of saving, hence capital formation, will increase in response to the effect of the

tax rate decreases in reducing the real cost of f  uture income (i.e., increasing

the net-of-tax return which may be obtained per dollar of foregone current con-

sumption). Both of these proposit ions are frequently disputed, primari ly by those

whose analyt ical apparatus depends on f irst- level income effects of f iscal changes.

Thus, i t  is clairned by those adhering to the aggregate demand approach that the

income effects of a tax rate cut are l ikely to offset i ts price effects so far as

the supply of labor is concerned. This surmise, however, is based on the presumption

that there is, contrary to fact, a f irst- level income effect of the tax rate reduction;

it  is, accordingly, faulty in logic. Those advancing this view often cite studies

of the responsiveness of labor supply to real rvage rate and real income changes;

in general, the most that can be said for these studies is that they are inconclusive.

With respect to the responsiveness of saving to a reduction in i ts cost,

cri t ics of the "supply-side" analysis sometimes maintain that people are just as

l ikely to reduce as to increase their saving when they can obtain any given amount

of future income at a lower cost. But this view depends on the notion of target

amounts of future income or wealth accumulation, a view which has no solid

foundation in logic or fact.

Notwithstanding these observations, research on the question of the responsiveness

of labor supply and saving to f iscal changes is l ikely to be highly productive.

Simulations with our 'rsupply-side" model, for example, show that the ult imate

aggregate economic effects of tax changes are extremely sensit ive to the elasticity

of supply of labor services with respect to the real after-tax, after-government

transfer wage rate. The policy implications herein should be clear.
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Also of Breat importance is research concerning the relative price effects

of government spending and regulatory policies and actions. These government

activities no more than tax actions have first-level income effects. They impact

on economic activity by altering relative prices. To date, very l i t t le investigation

of these relative price effects has been undertaken. The returns on i nvestment

in such inquiries should be enormous.

(3) uVhat tradit ional policy tools, approaches, or rules of thumb should be
reassessed, modif ied, or even scrapped in view of new understanding
of supply-side f actors?

Acceptance of "suppiy-side" economics should materially change the basic

thrust of public economic policy. A fundamental implication of the "supply-side"

analysis is that there is no pay-off in focusing f iscal pol icy on the control of aggregate

dernand. A corol lary conclusion is that there is no valid purpose to be served

by attempting to set government spending targets by reference to the supposed

contribution of these outlays to aggregate demand. Similarly, a policy focus on

the total amount of tax revenues is inappropriate as a means of inf luencing the

level or change in total economic activity. In the same connection, the size of

the deficit  should not be perceived as a relevant variable for policy manipulation

in the interests of attaining designated levels -- or rates of growth in -- employ-

ment, output, income, etc.

In denying the possibi l i ty of f irst- level income effects of f iscal actions'

the "supply-side" analysis also rejects the mult ipl ier f iscal ari thmetic as a basis

for assessing the desirabil i ty of any given amount of taxes, government expenditures,

or changes therein. Fiscal or budget policies predicated on the existence of a

mult ipl icative relationship between changes in total taxes or total Bovernment

outlays and total output and income are l ikely to fai l  of their explicit  objectives

-- or succeed only by peradventure -- and just as consequential ly, are often l ikely

to generate unintended and undesirable economic effects.
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Rejection of the aggregate demand approach in favor of the t'supply-side'l

analysis leads necessarily to a change in the appraisal of the effects of fiscal

actiors on the price level. In the aggregate demand analysis tax and expenditure

changes generate changes in aggregate demand wtrich, with conditions of supply

unchanged by the fiscal actions, lead to increases or decreases in inflationary

Pressures. In contrast, the "supply-side" analysis delineates fiscal actions as impacting

on aggregate demand in real terms only insofar as it f irst affects aggregate output

by way of f irst- level price effects. Thus, an income tax rate reduction, by virtue

of its relative price effects, generates increases in the supplies of labor and capital

services and in output; increases in demand of equal magnitude are necessari ly

associated with the increase in output. In this analysis, accordingly, no increase

in inflationary pressures results. Any such increase would have to be the consequence

of an increase in the rate of expansion of the stock of money. Indeed, if the grorvth

in the stock of money were maintained at the same rate as i f  the tax rate reductions

were not enacted, the increase in output result ing from the tax reduction woulcl

lead to a reduction in any upward pressure on the price level.

A collateral directive for tax policy strategy which comes f rom adopting

the rrsupply-side" analysis is to shift  attention away from the level of tax l iabi l i t ies

in relation to income and toward marginal tax rates. In this connection, consider

the prevail ing policy concern with efforts to cancel or at least mit igate the effects

of inf lat ion on taxpayers' tax situations. The standard response of the Treasury

and others opposing indexing of the tax system is that effective tax rates have

been periodical ly reduced by discretionary tax changes, thereby cancell ing the

effects of inf lat ion on real disposable income. Whether or not this is correct,

it does not address the point which the "supply-side" analysis identifies as at issue:

that inf lat ion raises the real marginal rates of tax and thereby discourages work

and saving. The appropriate policy question is whether the discretionary tax changes

of recent years have, i f  fact, cancelled t l-re effects of inf lat ion on real marginal
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tax rates.

In much the same vein, as discussed earlier, the policy focus with respect

to scheduled payroll tax increases should be on the consequences for the real marginal

rate of tax on labor income, not on the real disposable income effect. I f  compensatory

income tax changes are to be made, for example, these should take the form of

reductions in marginal tax rates, not increases in personal exemptions, rrrebatesrr,

or other tax revisions aimed at reducing the average tax l iabi l i l ty per se.

(4) Can the government use the economics of incentives more ski l l ful ly
in the f uture to deal with problems of productivity, inf lat ion, and
employment simultaneously instead of on an either-or basis.

One of the principal analyt ical outputs of the "supply-side" economics is

the rejection of the so-called "Phil l ips-curve" relationship between inf lat ion and

unernployment. By the same token, i t  rejects the view that price-level stabil i ty

can be purchased only at the cost of unacceptably high levels of "unemployment'r

or that acceptable groivth in employment depends on pursuit of f iscal and monetary

policies l ikely to spur inf lat ion.

On the contrary, the "supply-side" analysis shows that public policy actions

which are correctly designed to remove the impediments to employment and to

saving and capital formation wil l  constrain, not enhance, inf lat ionary pressures.

The root cause of inf lat ion -- increases in the overal l  level of prices -- always

has been too fast a growth in the stock of money relative to the growth in real

output. I t  should be obvious that with any given rate of increase in the stock

of money, the more effective tax measures are in regard to increasing the supply

of labor and in reducing the exist ing tax bias against saving and investment, the

less wil l  be the upward pressure on the price level.

The corol lary is that a monetary policy which succeeds in curbing inf lat ion

wil l  enhance expansion of supplies of labor and capital services and total output

and income. Inf lat ion augments the exist ing tax bias against effort and saving
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by increasing the real marginal rates of income tax, thereby reducing the real

after-tax returns for use of labor and capital services, hence constricting the

expansion of labor and capital inputs and total output. Pursuit of a t'tightrr monetary

policy, i .e., one which holds f irmly to a steady, moderate rate of increase in the

stock of money, accordingly, is not at odds with the Employment Act goals of

high rates of growth in output and employment. On the contrary, an anti-inflationary

monetary policy enhances the prospects for successful pursuit of those objectives.

Another major conclusion from the application of the "supply-side'r analysis

to fiscal policy is that tax measures to promote higher rates of saving and capital

formation are not at the expense of advancing the productivity and real wage

rates of labor. On the contrary, effective implementation of these "supply-side"

tax policies would enrich the capital: labor ratio, hence accelerate laborrs productivity

advance and increase the demand for and supply of labor services. Simulations

performed with our model show that labor would get sorne 75-80 percent of the

gain in real GNP result ing from tax changes aimed at reducing present constraints

on saving and capital formation. These f indings are very much in l ine with the

conclusions of the pioneering work done by the late dist inguished economist and

sometime chairman of this Comrnittee, Paul H. Douglas.

Conclusion

The intellectual origins of "supply-side" economics are ancient, as the calender

of economics would date i t ,  to be found in the works of Adam Smith, J.B. Say,

and Alfred Marshall ,  to name only a few of the t i tans of the discipl ine. Its newness

is to be found only in i ts applications, beginning about a decade ago, to the f iscal,

Part icularly, tax issues of contemporary American society. At this juncture, i t

affords a major addit ion to policy-makers' knowledge about how the f iscal system

interacts with the economy. It  of fers great promise, therefore, for vastly improving

public economic policies in the interests of more eff icient functioning of the
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Private market system, more rapid and solid growth in the stock of capital, steadier

and stronger advances in labor's productivity, and more rapidly expanding total

output and income.
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Appendix

The Analysis of Tax Impacts Model*

The Analysis of Tax Impacts Model (nflU) is based on neoclassical theory

about the economic behavior of individuals and business entities. As such, relative

prices are treated as major variables, entering into individualsts decisions regarding

the supply of their labor services and their uses of income for current consumption

and for saving, i .e., the purchase of future income. Similarly, relative prices

are included among the variables in business decisions regarding the amounts and

composit ion of labor and capital services used in production activity. Tax provisions

are identif  ied in terms of their ef fects on these price variables; changes in tax

provisions, accordingly, are identif  ied in terms of how they alter price relationships,

hence, these various individual and business decisions.

This is not to say that the model's specif ications ignore or minimize income

as a determinant of economic behavior. Both the labor and capital supply equations

explicit ly include income among their respective variables. In contrast with the

standard macroeconomic models, however, tax changes are not input to the ATIM

through their init ial impacts on disposable income. In t l-re real world, there can

be no such aggregate impact in real terms except as a result of changes in real

output, hence, changes in the amounts of productive services supplied or in the

* This model was developed by Norman B. Ture, Inc., init ial ly under a contract
with the National Association of Manufacturers. Their help and the complete
independence of effort on u,hich the NAM insisted is gratef ul ly acknowledged.
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rates of their use. The initial effects of tax changes are reflected in the model

as changes in pertinent relative prices -- the supply prices of production inputs.

The model then reflects the responses of the suppliers of these production inputs

to the tax-induced changes in supply prices. As supplies of production inputs

change, total output and the income claims it generates also change. Thiese changes

in real income enter importantly into the individual and business decisions delineated

above.

The analytical focus of the model is on the long-term expansion path of

the economy and on the effects of f iscal changes, part icularly tax changes, on

both the level and slope of that path. While the model presents estimates of

annual changes in the amounts of various economic magnitudes in response to

tax changes during the period of adjustment to a new equil ibrium growth path,

its focus is not on the short-term ups and downs which typify the course of the

economy around a trend path through t ime. The model is intended, instead, to

analyze and measure the effects of tax changes on the basic trends of the economy.

The point has been widely and repeatedly made that tax policy should be concerned

with i ts inf luence on these trends rather than with short-term perturbations, which

are diff icult to forecast with reasonable confidence. The model has the appropriate

analytical focus in this respect.

Components of the Model

The model consists of three main parts. The f irst part specif ies the basic

functional relationships in the economy and a number of economic identit ies.

Together, these equations estimate the equil ibrium amounts of production inputs

(labor and capital services), real output, the supply prices and aggregate payments

for production inputs, and total real income.

The functional relationships specif ied in this part of the model include:

- a production function -- the technical relationship between total real output
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and the quantities of labor and capital services, given the state of the in-

dustrial arts;

- a statement of the eff iciency-maximizing condit ion with respect to the

quantities of labor and capital services to be used at their respective real

supply prices;

- the supply of labor service, relating aggregate annual hours of labor service

to the population aged 16 and over, the real after-tax wage rate and the

rate of selected government transfer payments, and total real income per

person aged l6 and overl this function specif ies hours per ful i-t ime equivalent

employee as posit ively related to the real wage rate and negatively related

to total incomel and

- the total quantity of capital people want to hold, given total income, as

a function of the real after-tax return per unit of capital.

The remaining equations in this section of the model def ine variables in the f unctional

relations and specify addit ional relationships.

The second part of the model delineates and specifies annual flows representing

the composit ion of real output and the uses of total income. Included are equations

pertaining to consumption, saving, investment, Bovernment expenditures, exports

and imports, and total tax l iabi l i t ies and other government revenues. Also included

are a set of equations relating the general level of prices to the stock of money,

its velocit |1 arrd total real output, and the overal l  marginal tax rates on capital

and labor income, given the tax laws, to the price level.

Some of the annual f lows are treated as exogenous, i .e., determined outside

the model. Government expenditures, for example, are projected as extrapolations

of the trend in these outlays over the period 1954-1974. For the most part, however,

the annual f lows are either derived directly from the equil ibrium values in the

first part of the model or are specif ied as functionally related to one or more
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such values. For example, gross private business investment is specified (in equilibrium)

as the difference between the desired stocks of net business capital in the current

and the preceding year plus the year's depreciation, including replacement. Desired

stocks of capital are determined by the equilibrium equations in the first part

of the model.

The third part of the model is used to analyze the tax system in terms

of the marginal tax rates applicable to the income derived from various types

of capital and to measure the effects of tax changes on the cost of capital. Changes

in the marginal rate of tax on capital income affect the pretax rate of return

required to justi fy acquir ing or holding any given amount of capital. Changes

in this pretax rate of return, in turn, lead to changes in the stock of capital, result ing

in changes in output, employment, real wage rates, and tax revenues.

The basic logic of this part of the model is that for people to be wil l ing

to forego a dollar of consumption in order to have more income in the future,

the present value of the f uture income stream, net of al l  taxes that wil l  be paid

on it ,  must be at least one dollar. By the same token, for people to hold one

dollar 's worth of capital now, the present value of the after-tax income it produces

must be at least equal to one dollar. A reduction in the marginal tax rate applicable

to the income from capital obviously means that less pretax income per dollar

of capital is required to satisfy this condit ion (the rrcost of capital '  is lowered.)

It  also means that more future income, hence, more of the capital producing it ,

wil l  be desired, since it  now costs less in terms of foregone current consumption.

To capture the effect of tax laws and tax changes, this part of the model

specif ies a number of equations (28 currently) each representing a part icular type

of real capital held by corporations and by individuals. In each of these equations,

the left-hand side is specif ied as a unit of the net stock of the part icular type

of capital. The right-hand side shows the various posit ive and negative i tems
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of cash flow associated with that type of capital. Cash flow items include the

Sross return, depreciation and other deductions, the investment tax credit (where

applicable) and various taxes applicable to the gross returns. These tax items

are exPressed in great detai l ,  thereby permitt ing the identif ication and measurement

of a diverse inventory of possible tax changes.

With the tax variables determined by the provisions of present law and

adjusted for changes in the price level and in the growth of real GNP, this equation

set is solved simultaneously to f ind the overal l  weighted marginal rate of tax

on al l  capital income, the overal l  weighted gross return per dollar of capital, and

the rate at which future income and expenses are discounted such that tlre present

value of the net returns just equals the net stock of capital. This solution satisf ies

the condit ion that the after-tax return is the same per dollar of each type of capital.

These values are then used in the f irst part of the model to f ind the equil ibrium

values of the various economic magnitudes therein under present law, and in the

second part of the model, to project the year-to-year changes in annual f lows

associated with these present law equilibrium values.

Given a proposed tax change affecting capital, the tax variables for each

type of capital immediately affected are modif ied to reflect the proposed change

in law. Then the equations from each type of capital are simultaneously solved

again to f ind new values for the overal l  marginal tax rate on capital income, gross

returnr and discount rate. Tlrese values are substituted for present-law values

in the the f irst part of the model to f ind new equlibrium values of the various

economic magnitudes. Since the economy cannot make the adjustment from the

old to the new equil ibrium instantaneously, a f ive-year transit ion path is specif ied.

The second part of the model is used to measure the year-to-year changes in the

relevant variables during this transit ions period and on the new equil ibrium growth

path thereafter.


